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1 Introduction

In almost every application of digital image processing, itis desirable to generate an image

that has a very high-resolution (HR). This includes remote sensing, medical imaging, data

mining, petroleum exploration, military information gathering and high definition television

(HDTV). A HR image could contribute to a better classification of regions in a multi-spectral

image. The resolution of an image captured by a device solelydepends on the resolution of

the image acquisition device. A direct method for increasing pixel resolution may be by

sensor manufacturing technique. However, as the resolution of the sensor increases, so does

the cost of the sensor. Second, increasing chip size or packing more sensors in a single chip

leads to increase in capacitance, which makes it difficult tospeed up the charge transfer rate.

Hence it may not always be an adorable solution. So our basic goal is to given an image

sensor with fixed resolution, we need to find an algorithmic way to enhancing the resolution

of images captured with that sensor. This algorithmic way iscalled the Super Resolution

(SR) technique. It is the process of combining a sequence of low-resolution (LR) noisy

blurred images of fixed resolution to produce a HR image or a sequence of HR images. This

has become an active research topic among the IP community for last two decades.

There are several popular approaches to super-resolution image reconstruction. A num-

ber of different fundamental assumptions are made about image formation and quality,

which can in turn lead to different super-resolution image reconstruction algorithms. Model

assumptions such as the type of motion relating the LR input images, or the type of noise

that might exist in their pixel values usually vary significantly. There is also the question of

whether the goal is to produce the very best SR image possible, or a possible SR image as

quickly as possible. Popular SR reconstruction algorithmscan be roughly divided into two

categories: Frequency domain algorithms and Spatial domain algorithms.
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For frequency domain algorithms, Tsai and Huang [30] proposed the first work for

the SR reconstruction by estimating the relative shifts between observations. They consid-

ered horizontal and vertical sampling periods in the digital image and relate the continuous

Fourier transform of the original scene to the discrete Fourier transforms of the observed

LR images. The ability to cope with noise in the input images was added in by Kim et al.

in [13]. Tekalp et al. [27] generalized the technique to copewith both noise and a blur

in the inputs due to the imaging process. Tom and Katsaggelos[29,28] take a two-phase

super-resolution approach, where the first step was to register, de-blur and de-noise the LR

images, and the second step was to interpolate them togetheronto a HR image grid. While

much of the problem was specified in the spatial domain, the solution was still posed as a

Frequency domain problem. The registration strategy [29] explained with a synthetic data

sequence is shown in Figure 2, where the zoom factor is 2. Wavelet models are also applied

to the problem, taking a similar overall approach as Fourier-domain methods. Nguyen and

Milanfar [17] have proposed an efficient algorithm based on representing the LR images

using wavelet coefficients and related these coefficients tothose of the desired HR image.

Bose et al. [1] proposed a method based on second generation wavelets, leading to a fast

algorithm. However, while this shows good results even in the presence of high levels of

input noise, the outputs still display wavelet like high frequency artifacts.

Among spatial domain algorithms, representative works include non-uniform interpola-

tion based approaches [14,16]. The advantage of this approach is that their computational

cost is relatively low, so they are ready for real-time applications. However, degradation

models are not applicable in these approaches if the blur andthe noise characteristics are

different for different LR images. Projections on a convex set (POCS) based methods [26,

20] utilizes the spatial domain observation model and includesa priori information. Though

the methods simple, their disadvantages are non-uniqueness of solutions, slow convergence
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rate and heavy computational cost. The solution to the problem usually falls into one of

two main categories – either Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods, i.e. those which seek

a super-resolution image that maximizes the probability ofthe observed LR input images

under a given model, or Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) methods, which make explicit use

of prior information, though these are also commonly couched as regularized least-squares

problems. Iterative back projection based approaches [9] conduct SR reconstruction in a

straightforward way. However, they have no unique solutiondue to the ill-posed nature of

the inverse problem and some parameters are difficult to choose. On the other hand, Bayesian

maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation based methods [5,32,24] explicitly use thea priori

information in the form of a prior probability density on an HR image and provide a rigorous

theoretical framework. In [24], a MAP based joint formulation is proposed and it judiciously

combines motion estimation, segmentation and super resolution together. This formulation

is used for a complex super-resolution problem in which the scenes contain multiple inde-

pendently moving objects. Regularization based approaches [4,22,12], learning based SR

methods [7,23,3] and space-time SR method [23] approaches usually are better in adaptabil-

ity and lead to better SR reconstruction results than frequency domain approaches and thus

become popular in recent years. Super-resolution reconstruction method for color images

are also proposed [6,21].

The main focus of this paper is regularization based SR methods in spatial domain,

which are very effective to solve ill-posed multi-frame SR reconstruction problem using an

iterative algorithm. Because SR reconstruction is an ill-posed problem, their aim is to esti-

mate pixel values guided by the priori knowledge (e.g., degree of smoothness) represented

by a regularization term into the process of SR reconstruction to obtain a stable solution.

All of the aforementioned methods assume the additive Gaussian noise model. Further-

more, regularization is either not implemented or limited to Tikhonov regularization [33].
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Tikhonov regularization reconstruction method based onL2 norm is one of the most com-

mon regularization based algorithms for SR reconstruction. It imposes smoothness in recon-

structed images, but at the same time loses some details (e.g., edges) present in LR images.

Another interesting algorithm proposed by Farsiu et al. [6]employs bilateral total variation

(BTV) andL1 norm both for regularization and data fusion. Their method is more robust and

can preserve more details (e.g., edges) than Tikhonov regularization method. However, the

approach fails to consider the partial smoothness of an image, i.e., it is not locally adaptive,

and thus it has limited adaptive capability in the process ofSR reconstruction and cannot

balance the suppression of noise against the preservation of image details. In a recent work

Li et al. [15] reduce the aforementioned shortcomings to some extent. They proposed a new

SR reconstruction algorithm using locally adaptive bilateral total variation (LABTV) opera-

tor in the regularization term. They have also added a new term in regularization for gradient

consistency for further improvement. They measure the regularization term withLp norm,

while data error term and gradient error term are measured with L1 norm. However, even

though all these regularization systems lead to a stable solution, a periodic noise with ring-

ing artifacts are still present in the estimated whenever wetry to capture details of the HR

image discussed detail in the next section. Moreover, theiriterative super resolution method

is painfully slow. Hence literature desire more sophisticated regularization technique that

can suppress noise during the capturing details of HR image in very short time of SR recon-

struction process.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to find out an way to make faster convergence

of iterative process for real time applications and to improve the quality of the reconstructed

SR image by suppressing the ringing effect. Thus, in this paper, our proposed algorithm pro-

duces result that is free from aforementioned periodic noise evolved during iterative process

and also enjoys speedy converging process. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
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Section 2 introduces the LR image formation model. In Section 4, we first describe the

data error term in SR reconstruction, then we propose a gain controlled iterative process and

regularization for SR reconstruction, and finally show how to implement the proposed SR

reconstruction algorithm. Section 6 presents the experimental results and also compare our

results with that of the existing SR reconstruction methods. Finally, future work is described

and concluding remarks are made in Section 7.

2 Problem Formulation

Low resolution images can either be obtained as a sequence ofimages of a scene taken

over time, or taken at the same time with different sensors. Observed images of the scene

are usually degraded by unknown blurs due to atmospheric turbulence and inappropriate

camera settings. Their sub-pixel shifts due to camera motion are also not known. The LR

images are further degraded due to down-sampling by a factordetermined by the intrinsic

camera parameters. A pictorial example of the overlay of three sub-pixel shifted images is

shown in Figure 2, where the sub-pixel shifts of each LR image[δx, δy] along vertical and

horizontal direction respectively are also shown.

Let us denote the continuous two-dimensional (2D) image byf (x,y) and the discrete

HR image byf HR of sizeLxR×LyC. We also denote thekth LR discrete image of sizeR×C

by f LR
k having resolution factor alongx andy directionLx andLy respectively. Suppose both

f HR and f LR are obtained by samplingf (x,y) at different sampling rate, then they are related

with f (x,y) as

f HR(m, n) = f (mTx, nTy) (1)

whereTx andTy are sampling periods inx andy directions respectively and

f LR
k (m, n) = f (mT

′

x +δ k
x , mT

′

y +δ k
y ), for k = 0,1,2, ...,K −1 (2)
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Fig. 1 Illustrates the registration of three sub-pixel shifted images having same resolution factors(Lx,Ly).

The image with pixel co-ordinates marked by ’•’ is assumed to be reference image.

with sampling periodsT
′

x andT
′

y given byT
′

x = LxTx, T
′

y = LyTy. δ k
x andδ k

y represent the

shifts of thekth LR image in thex andy direction with respect to a reference image (any

arbitrary LR image may be chosen as) satisfying 0≤ δ k
x < Tx and 0≤ δ k

y < Ty, andK is the

total number of LR images. The relationship between the LR images and the HR image can

be formulated as [6,29]

Yk = DHcam
k FkHatm

k X +ek, for k = 0,1,2, ...,K−1 (3)

whereYk, X andek represents lexicographically ordered column vector of thekth LR im-

age f LR
k , HR image f HR and additive noise respectively. Thus, dimension ofYk andek is

M = RC, and that ofX is N = LxLyRC. Fk is a geometric warp matrix,Hatm
k is atmospheric

blurring matrix andHcam
k is camera lens/CCD blurring matrix each of sizeN ×N. D is the

down-sampling matrix of sizeM×N andk is the index of the LR images.ek is generally as-

sumed to be signal independent additive noise. Under some assumptions blur and geometric
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warp matrices commute [6], then equation (3) can be rewritten as

Yk = DHcam
k Hatm

k FkX +ek, for k = 0,1,2, ...,K−1 (4)

DefiningHk = Hcam
k Hatm

k we merge both kind of degradation.Then equation (4) reducesto

Yk = DHkFkX +ek, for k = 0,1,2, ...,K −1 (5)

In conventional imaging systems (such as video cameras), camera lens/CCD blur has more

important effect than the atmospheric blur, which is very important for astronomical or satel-

lite images. Thus, in this case,Hk is same asHcam
k . Moreover, assuming that the LR images

are taken under same environmental condition and using samesensor,Hcam
k becomes same

for all k and may be denoted simply byH. Finally, statistical nature ofek are identical for

all LR images and is usually taken to be normally distributed. We assume that parameters of

the distribution are known. As a result, LR images are related to the HR image as

Yk = AkX +e, for k = 0,1,2, ...,K −1 (6)

whereAk = DHFk of sizeM×N is the complete transformation matrix combining different

kinds of blur, motion and down-sampling. NowAk varies image to image because ofFk.

We assume that geometric warp matrixFk represents only translational motion with only

sub-pixel shifts. So to computeFk we determine the sub-pixel shiftsδ k
x andδ k

y by taking one

of the LR images as reference image. For the purpose of image registration we use one of

the various sophisticated algorithms available in literature [2,10]. The reconstruction of HR

image from given a set of LR images is a reverse process. Our goal is to estimateX given

K LR imagesYk, model ofAk (or, in other words, models ofD, H andFk) by solving the

system of linear equations described in equation (6).
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3 L1 error based estimation of SR image

Since observed LR images are noise-corrupt and more importantly as number of LR image

K < N/M = LxLy, super resolution image reconstruction is an ill-posed problem. So obtain-

ing direct solution of equation (6) may not be feasible with conventional methods. Instead,

we estimate an SR imagêX, which when degraded and down-sampled satisfies equation (6)

in, say, least-square sense, i.e.,

K−1

∑
k=0

(
||Yk −AkX̂||2−||e||2

)
= 0 (7)

Since ||e||2 = N(µ2 + σ 2) is a positive constant for sample meanµ and varianceσ 2,

equation (7) is equivalent to

X̂ = Argmin
X

[
K−1

∑
k=0

(
||Yk −AkX||2

)

]

(8)

or, in terms of its first derivative, we find an estimateX̂ to satisfy

∂
∂ X̂

K−1

∑
k=0

(
||Yk −AkX̂||2

)
= 0 (9)

0 represents a null vector. Simplifying equation (9) we get

K−1

∑
k=0

(Ak)
T (

AkX̂ −Yk
)

= 0 (10)

Thus we ended up with solvingK set of linear equations, whereK is the number of LR

images. The(.) part of equation (8) measures the dissimilarity between observed LR image

and degraded-and-downsampled version of estimated HR image asL2 norm. Considering

any dissimilarity measure, equation (8) may be re-written as, in general,

X̂ = Argmin
X

[
K−1

∑
k=0

ρ (Yk,AkX)

]

(11)

whereρ(.) is a distance function. Usuallyρ is defined by theLp norm (1≤ p ≤ 2) of the

residual, i.e.,ρ(Yk,AkX) = ||AkX −Yk||p. According to [5], in case of ill-posed problems
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L1 norm leads to a more robust result in error estimation thanL2 norm. We adopt this result

in the present work. In that case, equation (11) is degenerated to

X̂ = Argmin
X

[
K−1

∑
k=0

|AkX −Yk|

]

(12)

and the estimatêX can be obtained by equating the derivative of∑K
k=1 |AkX−Yk| to 0, which

yields (similar to equation (10))

K−1

∑
k=0

(Ak)
T sign(AkX −Yk) = 0 (13)

Because of ill-condition nature of the problem, the set of linear equations presented in equa-

tion (13) are unstable. That means a small perturbation inYk due to noise results in a non-

ignorable deviation in the solutionX. So solvingX based on a few observed LR imagesYk

and the degradation matricesAk is not a pragmatic approach. We try to solve these equations

using some standard iterative back-projection algorithm.

3.1 Iterative Algorithm

As suggested by equation (13), reconstruction of HR imageX can be achieved by solving

K sets of linear equations, whereK is the number of LR images. The iterative approach is

found useful because of their superior performance in the above context whereX has large

dimension. The algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) [8] and expectation maximization

algorithm(EM) [31,19] are primary algorithms widely used in the community, due to sim-

plicity, efficiency and performance. The algorithm we adopthere for the task is based on the

method proposed by Kaczmarz [11], which was rediscovered and successfully implemented

by Gordon et al. [8] in computer tomography. ART formulates dissimilarity measure using

L2 norm (similar to equation (8)) and updates each element ofX iteratively using gradi-

ent descend technique. We modify the algorithm, forL1 norm as dissimilarity measure (see
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equation (12)), wherej-th element ofX̂ at (n+1)-th iteration is defined as

X(n+1)
j = X(n)

j −β (n) (Ak, j)
T

||Ak, j||2
sign(AkX

(n) −Yk),

for j = 0,1,2, . . . ,N−1 and k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K−1

(14)

whereAk, j is the j-th column ofAk. The iterative parameterβ (n) represents the step size

in the n-th iteration and it reduces as iteration proceeds, i.e.,β (n) becomes smaller aŝX

approaches the solution. Iteration numbern is incremented as all LR images are considered

once and is related to LR image indexk as :n = ⌈k/K⌉. Initial estimate for the HR image,

i.e., X(0) is usually taken as the average of upsampled version of all available LR images.

This modified ART is sufficiently fast compared to traditional gradient descent technique as

in each iteration the estimated image is modified based on thecurrent LR image only. So

this method is more effective when number of available LR images is low.

4 Regularization for Iterative algorithm

As described in the previous section, equation (13) which leads to equation (14) represents

an ill-posed, i.e., under-determined system of linear equations, whereK < LxLy. Such sys-

tem results in infinite number of solutions forX. The intuition behind the regularization is

to select a suitable solution that satisfies some image quality criterion. Regularization has

already been used in conjunction with iterative techniquesfor restoration of noisy and de-

graded images. It basically introduces an additional information in order to solve an ill-posed

problem or to prevent an over-fitting. Regularization also helps removing artifacts from the

estimated image and improves the rate of convergence. Different types of regularizing func-

tions are found in literature. Some limit the total energy, while some other forces spatial

smoothness by limiting only high frequency energy [6] with latter one being more common.

Now a stable solution to image reconstruction is expected tomaintain spatial homogeneity
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of gray-level, i.e., a pixel value should be consistent withthat of its neighborhood. To obtain

such a stable solution, a specific regularizationϒ (X) need to be imposed on the observation

model. The regularizationϒ (X) can incorporate prior knowledge of the desirable HR solu-

tion, e.g., degree of smoothness. This additional criterion that favors well-behaved solutions

can be converted to a generalized minimization cost function [5], i.e.,

X̂ = Argmin
X

[
N

∑
k=1

ρ(Yk,AkX)+λϒ (X)

]

(15)

whereλ is the Lagrangian constant called the regularization parameter that controls the

emphasis between two terms: the data error term (the first one) and the regularization term

(the second one). The regularization process is emphasizedwhen only a small number of

input LR images are available or the fidelity of the observed data is low due to registration

error and noise. On the other hand, if large number of LR images are available and the

amount of noise is small then a small value of the regularization parameterλ leads to a

good solution.

One of the commonly used regularizing function is the Tikhonov cost function [18,8]

for obtaining stable estimate of de-noised image by minimizing

ϒ (X) = ||Γ X||2 (16)

whereΓ is a high-pass operator such as derivative or Laplacian. Theintuition behind this

regularization method is to limit high-frequency energy orforcing smoothness. As the noisy

and edge pixels both contain high-frequency energy, so the resultant de-noised image does

not contain sharp edges. One of the first so called edge preserving regularization methods for

de-noising and de-blurring is total variation (TV) method [21]. The TV criterion penalizes

the total amount of change in the image as measured by theL1 norm of the gradient and is

defined as

ϒ (X) = ||Γ X||1 (17)
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Farsiu et al. [6] introduced the bilateral total variation (BTV) model for regularization by

combining the total variation and the bilateral filter whichis computationally cheap to im-

plement and preserves edges to some extent. The regularizing function for BTV is given

as

ϒ (X) =
w

∑
l=−w

w

∑
m=−w

α |m|+|l||X −Sl
xSm

y X|1 (18)

wherel + m ≥ 0, Sl
x, andSm

y are shift operator matrices to presentl andm pixel shifts in

horizontal and vertical directions respectively,w represent the window size andα (0 <

α < 1) is the weighting coefficient. Equation (18) basically represents the weighted sum

of gradients at different scales and the contribution of gradient magnitude decreases as the

scale of the gradient operator increases. Thus the degree ofnoise suppression as well as

the degree of edge preservation depends on the value ofα . Large value ofα helps to reduce

noises but also blurs edges in estimated image, while the small value preserves the sharpness

of edge of the estimated image but at the same time leaves behind some noise.

The modified ART like algorithm (14) using above mentioned regularization can be

represented as

X(n+1)
j = X(n)

j +β (n) (Ak, j)
T

||Ak, j||2
sign(Yk −AkX(n))+

λ
w

∑
l=−w

w

∑
m=−w

︸ ︷︷ ︸

l+m≥0

α |m|+|l|[I−S−m
y S−l

x ]sign(Xn −Sl
xSm

y Xn)}

for j = 0,1,2, . . . ,N−1 and k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K−1

(19)

whereAk, j, k, β , etc. are the same as defined for equation (14).S−l
x and S−m

y define the

transpose of matricesSl
x andSm

y respectively and have a shifting effects in the directions

opposite to those ofSl
x andSm

y .
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5 Gain Controlled adaptive edge-preserving Regularization

In this work we intend to build an edge-preserving techniquefor super resolution image re-

construction. Both the noise and edge contribute to high frequency components. Now if both

these components are treated equally, say estimating HR image by means of equation (19),

they are usually removed during regularization process ensuring smoothness. Here our in-

tention is to develop a regularization method which resultsin HR images with sharp edges

and textures while suppressing the noise. Second problem isthat even if we use a sophisti-

cated regularization technique (e.g., equation (19)), a periodic ringing noise appears parallel

to the edges in estimated image. We observe that this ringingeffects are most distracting in

smooth regions because human perception can tolerate at most small scale ringing in highly

textured regions. The problem may be surmounted by employing some adaptive technique

where relative effect of regularization term and the data error term at each pixel of estimated

HR image is controlled depending on its neighborhood information. For example, if the

neighborhood of a pixel is smooth then the regularization term (designed from smoothness

criterion) is emphasized to force the said pixel to maintainthe smoothness in that image

region; on the other hand, if the neighborhood contains an edge the data error term is em-

phasized to preserve signal characteristics. There are a few methods for such adaptive gain

control. A representative example from this class of regularization techniques is due to Li et

al. [15] who have suggested a locally adaptive bilateral total variation (LABTV) regulariza-

tion to control theα term of the equation (18). In this work, sharing weightage between the

data error term and the regularization term is obtained using multi-scale morphology and is

described in detail in the next section.

Note that the strong ringing is mainly caused by high contrast edges and magnitude of

ringings are proportional to the magnitude of image gradient. Based on these observations,
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we propose an edge-preserving gain-controlled regularization technique for iterative HR

reconstruction. We allow more emphasis on improvement in high frequency regions than

smoother regions, so that we get rid of periodic ringing artifacts in smooth region. Moreover,

in successive iteration the pixel value in high frequency region changes significantly and thus

emphasis on those regions results in speed up of the process during iteration.

For modification of each pixel we assign some gain value to each pixel depending upon

(inversely proportional to) the smoothness of that pixel’sneighborhood. It is a multiplier

to suppress the propagation of the ringing effects during each iteration without blurring the

edges. So we modify the above iterative regularization algorithm by introducing a gain map

In
g corresponding to each pixel ofnth estimated HR image. Incorporating this modification

on (19), the reconstructed SR image in(n+1)-th iteration can be written as:

X(n+1)
j = X(n)

j +β (n){[I( j, j)+ In
g ( j, j)]

(Ak, j)
T

||Ak, j||2
sign(Yk −AkX(n))+

λ [I( j, j)− In
g( j, j)]

w

∑
l=−w

w

∑
m=−w

︸ ︷︷ ︸

l+m≥0

α |m|+|l|[I−S−m
y S−l

x ]sign(X(n) −Sl
xSm

y X(n))},

for j = 0,1,2, . . . ,N −1 and k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K −1

(20)

wheren = ⌈k/K⌉ is the number of periodic iteration considering all the LR images once,I

is the identity matrix of dimension asN ×N whereN is the dimension ofXn. Gain mapIn
g

is also a diagonal matrix of same size as that ofI and contains smoothness/edge-ness infor-

mation for each pixels ofXn. It’s diagonal term is zero if corresponding pixel of estimated

imageXn lies in a smooth region, is one if it lies in high frequency region (like, edge) and

is in-between zero and one depending on the nature of neighborhood of the corresponding

pixel. Thus, in case of pixels in smooth region, the coefficients of the data error term(I + In
g )

and the regularization are 1. On the other hand, the former becomes 2 and the latter becomes

0 for strong edge pixel. In essence, in smooth regions both image data and smoothness gets
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equal emphasis, while in high frequency regions the image data is much more emphasized

than maintaining smoothness as a natural choice. Sometimes, the value of(I + In
g ) may be

normalized by introducing a weighting coefficientω in the gain control coefficient. The

equation (20) then may be written as

X(n+1)
j = X(n)

j +β (n){[ωI( j, j)+(1−ω)I(p)
gain( j, j)]

(Ak, j)
T

||Ak, j||2
sign(Yk −AkX)+

λ [I( j, j)− I(p)
gain]

w

∑
l=−w

w

∑
m=−w

︸ ︷︷ ︸

l+m≥0

α |m|+|l|[I−S−m
y S−l

x ]sign(X(n) −Sl
xSm

y X(n))},

for j = 0,1,2, . . . ,N −1 and k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K−1

(21)

whereω is a parameter that controls the influence of the gain map, andselection of its value

is not very critical and is mostly camouflaged byλ andβ . Since gain mapIn
g is generated

from X(n), the estimated image aftern-th iteration, incorporating it in the last two terms of

equations (20) and (21) makes the iterative reconstructionprocess locally adaptive. Details

of generating gain mapIn
g using multi-scale morphology follows.

5.1 Construction of Gain Map

Since we want to suppress the contrast of ringing in smooth regions while avoiding suppres-

sion of sharp edges, the gain map should be small (ideally zero) in smooth regions and large

(ideally one, in the [0,1] range) in high frequency regions.It is known that dilated minus

eroded image [25] gives the edge magnitude of the original image. It is also known that

dilation inflates bright noise, while erosion inflates the dark ones. However, morphological

opening and closing removes bright and dark noise, respectively, without affecting the edge

sharpness. Now an image, in general, may contain both detailand noise at different scale.

So we adopt multi-scale morphology based approach to construct gain mapIg. SupposeS
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represents a disc structuring element of unit size. ThenrS defined as

rS = ((S⊕S)⊕S)... ♯(r−1) times

represents a structuring element of sizer and morphological operation withrS incorporates

multi-scale character by varying the value ofr. For example, opening withrS removes all

bright (positive) noise of size less thanr, erosion byrS shrinks the object byr pixels, etc.

Algorithm for generating gain mapIg usingrS for r = 1,2, . . . ,m may be summarized as

follows

Step 1: Initialize imageF = 0.

Step 2: Iterate the following steps forr = 1 to m

– ObtainF1 andF2 from Xn, estimated image aftern-th iteration as

F1 = Xn ◦ rS

F2 = Xn • rS

whereS is a disk structuring element of unit size andr is scale parameter.

– Apply gray-scale morphological erosion on imageF1 with the structuring element

S, i.e.,

F1 = F1⊖ rS

– Apply gray-scale morphological dilation on the imageF2 with disc structuring ele-

mentS, i.e.,

F2 = F2⊕ rS

– Calculate intermediate gradient image

F = F +(F2−F1)
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Step 3: Normalize the elements ofF to [0,1] as

F(i, j) = Sigmoid

(

F(i, j)−
Fmax +Fmin

2

)

whereFmax andFmin are maximum and minimum values inF and Sigmoid is a logistic

function defined as

Sigmoid(x) =
1

1+ e−σx

Step 4: Then form the diagonal matrixIg whose diagonal elements are obtained fromF by

ordering its pixels lexicographically.

The maximum sizem of structuring element is chosen depending upon the contrast of the

estimated image and it could be 5-8. If the image is of high contrastm is chosen to be small.

Here we choose value ofm adaptively. As Initial estimated image is blurred, a high value of

m is chosen, and as the iteration proceeds the value ofm decreases.

Since(F2−F1) contains significant value in the high-frequency region, and small value

in relatively smooth region. So resultantF is the matrix having high value in the middle of

a thick edge and then gradually decreases on both sides. SoIg is constructed in such a way

that strong edge or high frequency regions are emphasized.

Figure 2 shows an example of gain control image during estimation of HR Chart im-

age of size 512×512 from 8 LR Chart images of same size 102×102 with different sub-

pixel shifts. Figure 2(a) is the gain image computed from initial estimate of HR image and

Fig. 2(b) shows the gain image after 10th iteration, here value ofm is taken as 3.

6 Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section we study and analyze the performance of the proposed method as well as

that of the other existing SR reconstruction methods. In this discussion the proposed algo-

rithm (21) is referred to as “GCBTV”, while the closest competitor, known as the robust
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 This is an example of gain mapIg during estimation of HR Chart image. (a) The gain map at first

iteration, and (b) the gain map at 10-th iteration.

SR method [6], is referred to as “BTV”. Where as ‘Bicubic’ and‘TV’ represents HR image

using bicubic interpolation and TV regularization. Other methods are also mentioned in a

similar fashion.

For performance evaluation of the SR image reconstruction methods a typical 512×

512 graylavel HR image (called Chart Image) is chosen [see figure 3(a)]. We synthetically

generate some LR images from this HR Image and later reconstruct HR image only from

those generated LR images and then compute PSNR as a quantitative measure of quality

of reconstructed image. To generate the LR images we have considered only translational

sub-pixel shifts with known value. An example of such LR images is shown in figure 3(b).

The blurring is chosen as 5×5 Gaussian smoothing filter with standard deviationσ = 2.5

and the blurring matrixH is formed accordingly. The downsampling factor is chosen tobe

5 and the matrixD is constructed to achieve this. Theoretically we need 25 LR images to

exact reconstruct of SR image. However, in our experiment weobserve that 8 LR images are

sufficient to reconstruct SR image of acceptable quality with resolution factor 5. Hence, in

all our experiment we have taken 8 randomly chosen LR images and reconstruct SR image
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with resolution factor 5, and the same setup is followed throughout this experimental section

unless stated otherwise.

The parameters for each algorithm are chosen to produce visually most appealing re-

sults. For fair evaluation purpose, we have applied each algorithm for SR reconstruction on

different sets of 8 LR images with different parameters and the best result of each algorithm

is chosen as the output of the algorithm for this experiment.In our reconstruction algorithm

(21), we have chosen model parameters ask = 2, α = 0.5, β = 0.5 andω = 0.7 respectively

and got significant result for most of the experiments. In theiterative algorithm (21), initial

estimateX(0) is taken as just up-sampling and averaging of all the LR images.

In the first experiment LR images contain small amount of Gaussian noise with zero

mean and standard deviationσ = 2. LR images are upsmapled and averaged to obtain initial

estimation from 8 LR images as is shown in figure 3(b). The results of different approaches

are shown in figures 3(c-h). A white bounding box is marked on each image and is displayed

on the top-right corner after zooming for careful study of the quality.

We have compared our SR image reconstruction technique oversome other images viz.

man, boat and lenna images and the results are shown in figure 4. In each of the images we

are able to reconstruct much more detail than existing state-of-art reconstruction techniques.

We achieve significant improvement of PSNR in each of the images. We observe that in

addition of gain controlled image, the speed of convergenceof iterative process is boost up.

The well known iterative technique like TV or BTV technique takes around 100 iteration

or more to converge, whereas gain controlled TV (GCTV) or gain controlled BTV takes

only 25− 35 iteration to achieve same amount PSNR what those algorithm can achieve

after convergence. Moreover it takes only 50−75 iteration to achieve the results shown in

figure 3 and figure 4 and corresponding PSNR are much higher. Most noticeable observation

is that the proposed gain control method improves both the results due to TV and BTV
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(a) HR Image (b) LR Images (c) Initial HR Image

(PSNR = 21.31)

(d) Bicubic (e) TV ( f ) GCTV

(PSNR = 23.21) (PSNR = 29.56) (PSNR = 30.05)

(g) BTV (h) GCBTV

(PSNR = 29.65) (PSNR = 30.69)

Fig. 3 Illustrates results of various SR image reconstruction techniques: (a) Original HR image of a Chart,

(b) One of the LR images with Gaussian noise (meanµ = 0 and standard deviationσ = 2), (c) upsampled and

merged 8 LR images, (d)HR image reconstruction using bicubic interpolation considering all LR image (e)

and (g) SR reconstructed image with TV and BTV Morphologicalregularization respectively and (f) and (h)

are the corresponding improvement with gain controlled technique. Note that (g) and (h) show respectively

the result of proposed method and that of Farsiu et al. [6] which is the closest competitor.
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(a)i LR boat Image (a)ii Bicubic (a)iii TV

(PSNR = 26.42) (PSNR = 29.71)

(a)iv GCTV (a)v BTV (a)vi GCBTV

(PSNR = 30.18) (PSNR = 29.81) (PSNR = 30.44)

(b)i LR man Image (b)ii Bicubic (b)iii TV

(PSNR = 27.17) (PSNR = 29.65)

Fig. 4 Contine...

significantly. Hence, it may be inferred that the proposed gain control method is helpful to

remove ringing effect which preserving edge.
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(b)iv GCTV (b)v BTV (b)vi GCBTV

(PSNR = 29.92) (PSNR = 29.82) (PSNR = 30.01)

(c)i LR lena Image (c)ii Bicubic (c)iii TV

(PSNR = 28.89) (PSNR = 31.83)

(c)iv GCTV (c)v BTV (c)vi GCBTV

(PSNR = 32.12) (PSNR = 31.99) (PSNR = 32.43)

Fig. 4 Comparison of reconstruction result of (a) man, (b) boat and(c) lenna images of our technique over

existing regularization technique : (i) one LR image, (ii) HR image reconstructed using bicubic interpolation,

(iii) SR image reconstruction using TV regularization, (iv) Gain controlled TV regularization (v) BTV regu-

larization [6] and (vi) Gain controlled BTV regularization(our method) respectively. A small cropped portion

is cropped and zoomed before displayed in the top-left corner of each images for better visual clarity.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an gain controlled regularized SR image reconstruction al-

gorithm that can enhance the quality of HR image that produced from a set of noisy blurred

LR images. The iterative algorithm based on algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) and

expectation maximization is used for reconstruction in computer tomography usingL2 norm.

One of our contributions is to apply this method for two-dimensional SR image reconstruc-

tion and also to modify the algorithm forL1 norm as dissimilarity measure. This makes

the convergence of the algorithm much faster than the conventional iterative methods em-

ployed in SR image reconstruction. Our second contributionis to propose a mathematical

morphology based robust gain controlled edge-based adaptive regularization method for

super-resolution imaging. We have shown that the proposed gain control method preserves

edges and suppresses the propagation of ringing artifacts occurred during iterative process.

This technique is useful when resolution factor is much larger and not all LR images are

available. An experimental comparative study reveals thatthe proposed method performs

better in terms of quality than that of some recent works.
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